“At last we found something opposing counsel
and I can agree on: you did a fabulous job!”
- Alex Drummond, Seyfarth Shaw, LLP

Experienced. Creative. Determined. Effective.
Dan Klein has mediated more than 500 cases and arbitrated over 100 more since he first served
as a neutral in 1994. Since then, he has earned a reputation for fairness, flexibility, creativity,
and “determination to succeed where others would have thrown in the towel.” The unflappable
patience, compassion, and “interpersonal skills which extended beyond the realm of what a person
can be taught” he brings to every mediation have made him one of the most highly regarded
neutrals in the region.

Contact Dan Klein at
404-323-0972 or email
dan@kleinadr.com.

“I’ve mediated more
than 35 cases in front
of various mediators.
Mr. Klein is the most
effective mediator I’ve
ever encountered.”

Commercial Cases

- Weyman T. Johnson, Jr.
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker, LLP

“I want to thank you
again for the great job
you did getting my
client and her former
employer to closure –
in a clash that seemed
unresolvable. You
absolutely deserve
combat pay!”
- Jeanne Bynum-Hipes
Hipes Law, LLC

Dan’s 30+ years as litigator representing parties in commercial cases and on both sides of
employment disputes give him critically important insights that make him highly effective in settling
even the most contentious cases. Dan regularly mediates cases for attorneys in firms of all types,
from single-attorney local firms and in-house counsel to regional, national, and global corporate
firms. Parties in his cases include individuals, large plaintiff classes, business organizations,
professional groups, charitable organizations, government agencies, and global corporations.

• Business Dissolutions
• Computer Fraud
• Construction
• Franchises
• Healthcare
• Intellectual Property
• Non-competes
• Sale of Business
• Securities
• Technology
• Trade Secrets

Employment Cases

• Age Discrimination
• Americans with Disabilities Act
• Class and Collective Litigation
• Employment Contracts
• ERISA
• Executive Severance
• Family and Medical Leave Act
• Invasion of Privacy
• Race, Color and National Origin Discrimination
• Sex Discrimination and Sexual Harassment
• Wage and Hour

This is only a partial list of the 600+ cases in which Dan Klein has served as a neutral.
Contact Dan to discuss your case.

Atlanta • Denver | 404-323-0972 | dan@kleinadr.com | www.kleinadr.com

“Considering the strong
positions of the parties
and demonstrated
acrimony during the
mediation, I believe the
end product to be an
extraordinary agreement.”
- Deborah L. Dance
Cobb County Attorney’s Office

“... you were the model
mediator: informed,
impartial, professional,
insightful and, perhaps
most importantly,
effective.”
- Kenneth G. Menendez
Ellis Funk, P.C.

How much is the
case worth?

Credentials and Memberships
• ”Super Lawyers” (10+ years)
• “Best Lawyers,” U.S. (since 2006)
• Top Lawyers of Georgia, Atlanta Magazine
• Martindale-Hubbell Bar Register of Preeminent Lawyers
• College of Labor & Employment Lawyers
• National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals
• Georgia Academy of Mediators & Arbitrators
• Atlanta Bar Association, Labor and Employment Section
> Member, Board of Directors (since 2008)
> Chair (2011– 2012)
• American Bar Association
> Alternative Dispute Resolution, Litigation, and Labor & Employment Law Sections
• Harvard Law School
> Advanced Mediation Workshop
> Negotiation Workshop
• J.D., cum laude, Georgetown University Law Center
• B.A. with honors, Brown University
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Visit the Decision
Tree “Arboretum” at
www.kleinadr.com to
learn more and create
your own confidential
Decision Trees.
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Contact Dan Klein at 404-323-0972 or email dan@kleinadr.com.
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